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Samsung EF-ZF731CTEGWW mobile phone case 17 cm (6.7") Flip
case Transparent

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-ZF731CTEGWW

Product name : EF-ZF731CTEGWW

- Smart Case with custom digital skin - interchangeable palettes available
FlipSuit Case for Z Flip5, Transparent

Samsung EF-ZF731CTEGWW mobile phone case 17 cm (6.7") Flip case Transparent:

Swappable and customizable design
The case is designed with customization in mind, making it easy to switch out collaboration cards
depending on your mood or style. The one-of-a-kind design will make you stand out from the crowd.

Automatic makeover with dynamic content
Give your Galaxy Z Flip5 a fun digital makeover with an interactive card. Change the cover screen with
unique content that you can capture in your mirror selfies for a standout look. It's designed with the
planet in mind.
Samsung EF-ZF731CTEGWW. Case type: Flip case, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Z Flip5,
Maximum screen size: 17 cm (6.7"), Product colour: Transparent

Features

Maximum screen size * 17 cm (6.7")
Compatibility * Z Flip5
Case type * Flip case
Product colour * Transparent

Features

Brand compatibility * Samsung
Protection features Scratch resistant

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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